
Faculty of Dentistry staff honoured by HKU 
for long service to the University 
 
 
Two Faculty of Dentistry staff members—Prof Tak-wah Chow and Mr Raymond 
TC Leung—have been honoured for their long-standing loyalty to HKU, working 
a combined length of 60 years (25 and 35 years, respectively). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Along with about 25 other HKU senior staff members, Prof Tak-wah Chow (Professor in Family 
Dentistry and Associate Dean for External Relations) and Mr Raymond TC Leung (Audiovisual Officer) 
were presented plaques on 6 May 2008 by Vice-Chancellor Prof Lap-chee Tsui at an HKU Long Service 
Awards Ceremony in recognition of their commitment and dedication to the University.  

 
  “It is my honour to have served the University for more than 35 years,” said Mr Leung. “Special 
thanks must go to Prof B Lofts, Prof S Chan, Prof Howe, Prof Duncan McMillan, Prof Davis, Prof SH Wei, 
and Prof Samaranayake.” 
 
 “My job is an amalgamation of teaching, clinical work, 
and research. I enjoy working at this Faculty and am still 
hungry for knowledge,” said Prof Chow, who also gave the 
following words of wisdom: “I’m a perfectionist and like to 
get things done properly and usually enjoy the result. In 
clinical work, shortcuts rarely pay off—‘The shortcut is the 
longest way’. A dentist must pay attention to details; 
it makes a huge difference to the quality of the work.” 
 
 Prof Chow has been with the HKU Faculty of Dentistry 
ever since its formal establishment in 1982 and Mr Leung was 
with the Faculty of Science for 10 years before transferring 
to the Faculty of Dentistry. HKU Long Service Awards are 
presented to academic and senior administrative staff who 
have served the University for more than 25 years; the 35-
year category was introduced for the first time this year. 

 
The full list of award recipients is available at 

www.hku.hk/press/news_detail_5775.html

Celebrating commitment: Mr 
Raymond Leung and Prof Tak-wah 
Chow (2nd and 3rd from L, 
respectively) were congratulated by 
Faculty colleagues Dr Frederick Chu, 
Dean Samaranayake, and Prof Brian 
Darvell after the awards ceremony. 
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